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further clarification that you may require.  
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ID: 161-24-553 
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                                                                          Preface 

 

It is considered that internship provides the opportunity for exploring professional skills for 

newly university graduates. Being a student of Journalism & Mass Communication, I have 

gained a better understanding of Journalism functions as mass communication tool. 

Apart from institutional learning, I have tried to reveal the concept based on practical & 

professional grounds throughout this report. 

Drawing attention on News Desk, I have tried to design the chapters chronologically how a 

News Desk & its personnel function like Bangala Vision. 

Introducing the News Desk at BANGLAVISION, I tried to spell out my personal and 

professional experiences as an intern. Thus, the report shows my professional learning 

opportunities and limitations during my internship. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
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 1.1. Background of the Internship 

Internship is principally employment coaching system, it additionally rising our skilled careers. . 

place for skilled careers is analogous of the many sorts of jobs.  

The Internship works additionally exchange services for expertise between the scholar and 

his or her leader. This technique carry a decent chance of the scholars.  

There are some place paid interns and smart afford the intern student than amendment to 

full time regular employment. 

Whatever book additionally learn from books up to now, it’s additionally learn you however it’s 

thus tough to understand by betting on books that however a tv or news of stories of television 

really run.  

The languages of books aren't such a lot spirited, the language of in-house apply. very it's a much 

thanks to study the audio, visuals, that we have a tendency to ar watch on newscast. 

 

Probably the place most vital is that it provides somebody associate exclusive opportunity, 

specially undergrad with no skilled expertise, to experience expertness. is additionally teach one 

experiences and learns the difference between educational learning and what's awaiting a student 

in professional life. .  

Therefore, it’s necessary that every one student associate intern takes the Internship amount 

seriously and will his/her work with passion and compatibility.  

1.2. What is Internship and why Internship is important? 

An internship may be a Job for understudies expertise on term disciplines that are associated. 

Internship provides expertise gain or to analysis the data. Intern students works to induce a 
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interval that might be once more four months or 3. Intern Places that are unpaid are traditional 

but there and here we have a tendency to see minimum paid place. 

 

We perceive that having A University degree would possibly inadequate to property position. 

Students ought to have ability. Following our long learning, Internship provides us the chance to 

profit within the manner, that provides us the kind of coaching from connected. therefore we are 

able to state that Internship is speculation for our future that place keep the establishment. 

 

During Internship we'd like to work this manner, with individuals in workplace and field we 

have a tendency to connected with individuals of phoning and dimension, and additionally our 

system with numerous callings has mature step by step. Those Networks secure place openings 

that are new in future and can facilitate individuals. 

 

Through Internship work we have a tendency to gain experience and data on work which will 

change us to provide a resume. we have a tendency to understand that it's rather difficult to own 

an area in work. Organizations are seemingly intrigued to use an individual who has employment 

information that's past. 

 

During educational Assignments usually amount to complete our University assignment, as info 

have to be compelled to be distributed nonetheless life times are restricted. we tend to 

acknowledge that during this interval that's every news and data unfold the globe over within 

terribly moment. we should always have the flexibility to grasp the estimation of knowledge 

that's continued we've got to own the flexibility. Internship helps to grasp the worth of time 

management. 

1.3. Background of the BANGLAVISION 

BANGLAVISION is a known satellite TV Channel that is famous. 
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BanglaVision, a satellite television channel, is in hand by Shamol Bangla Media Ltd. 

Mr. Abdul Haque is that the Chairman of the Board of administrators of the corporate whereas 

mr. mohammad Aminul Huq is that the managing director of BanglaVision.  

BanglaVision began its formal transmission on 31th March 2006 through satellite Telstar ten 

currently APT 2R.  

Since then the channel is constant non-stop transmission for 24-hours everyday and on air varied 

programmes and news bulletins. 

Organizational Profile in Brief : 
 

Organization BANGLAVISION 

Address 

BanglaVision TV 

Shamol Bangla Media Ltd. 

Noor Tower,110 Bir Uttam Cr Dutta Road Dhaka-1205 

Phone 88-02-9632030-45 

Nature of 

business 

Satellite TV Channel  

 

 

 

 

 

http://bini08.wordpress.com/2008/10/18/organizational-profile-in-brief-organizat/
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                                                  1.4. Supervisor  

 

 

While I was interning at Banglavision, my supervisor was Ruhul Amin Rushd, who is the 

Senior news editor of the Banglavision, he simultaneously works as a Journalist. 

  

He is doing his job on the desk as well as he cover environment, energy and other things 

occasionally as he got a promotion from the post of Special Correspondent to News Editor . 

 He like to introduce his self as a science journalist.  

 

  

 

 

1.5. Duration of Internship 

My internship at Banglavision begins at September 05 Also it formally ended at 

December 05, 2019. 
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 CHAPTER TWO 

ACTIVITIES DURING INTERNSHIP 
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2.1. List of weekly activities 

First Week  

 

• Got instruction by my supervisor to cover the Sports Desk. 

•  Introduced with the newsroom member. 

• Practice and developing my typing speed on Bijoy Bangla. 
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Second Week  

 

• About the basic idea writing news. 

• •Editorial policy Introduce. 

• Wrote  Desk news (OOV-Out Of Vision) Introduced with the producer and video editor. 

• Write Scroll news it called a Ticker. 
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Third Week   

 

• Wrote National Desk news on. ( OOV, and OOV SOT,)  

•  Wrote news. 

• Contact with supervisor and update. 

•  Write Ticker 
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Fourth Week   

 

 

•Write Scroll news it called a Ticker. 

•Follow the online news portal for update news. 

•Got news writing tips from superviser. 

•Check the mail. 
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Fifth Week   

 

• Take news from online news portal. 

• Contact with it section. 

• Contact with reporters. 

• Checking Banglavision mail. 

•  Discuss with the reporter and news editor about news. 
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Sixth Week   

 

• Wrote news 

•  Write Ticker. 

• •Take instruction news editor. 

•  Checking the mail.. 
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Seventh Week   

 

• Contact with district correspondent of collect news. 

•  Wrote PKG news. 

• Checking the mail. 

• Going to outside with Reporter 
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Eighth Week   

 

• Gathered knowledge about Reporting. 

• Write Ticker 

• Discussed with editor. 

• Wrote PKG news and edit.. 
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Ninth Week 

•  Checking mail 

•  Checking online news portal. 

• Write OOV. 

• wrote ticker 
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Tenth Week 

• Checked earlier News elements. 

• Observed how a team produced a News. 

•  To co-ordinate with others for creative treatment of News. 

• Checking mail newspaper and documents. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

LEARNING AND 

EXPERIENCE 
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3.1. Knowledge gathering/ learning 

During my internship at Banglavision, I gathered the knowledge from ,my supervisor,other News 

room stuffs  and also I became the one of them. In those separate section I had gathered 

knowledge on various aspects of News.  

Earn Knowledge about News Room 

I was gathered large amount of information in news room. I do know what's most vital section of 

all television channel. It’s a newsroom.  

In Banglavision television station newsroom there are several computers that have high speed net 

association.This channel in international desk gathers internal data from BBC, CNN News and 

some international news organization.  

For sports they following Star Sports, at national desk, they gather country news from their 

correspondents for various districts.  

All correspondents send news for the mails, table reporters created this report then newsroom 

editors create correction on that. 

The reporters go outside and canopy special beats like accident, sports, politics, conferences and 

plenty of more.Chief News Editor is a important post in news department. 1st of all news room 

editors write a news.  

Then it goes to News Editor. once he altered the copy then finally it's send to Chief News Editor 

then it goes to get on air. 

 

3.2. Tools and technologies Used 

During my internship at the news, I used several tools and computers for writing ticker, news, 

PKG news etc. While I used camera and Microphone sometimes for gathered knowledge about 
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Broadcast journalism. I used different software at editing panel .  All computer is connected on a 

server to each -other. 

3.3. Special experience 

I am a final semester student of Journalism and Mass Communication, Daffodil International 

University. But during my four years of academic learning I was not involved any professional 

well-known media Tv channel. After joining as an Intern at Banglavision, This period I actually 

have gotten a chance to complement myself the maximum amount as I will.Actually, if I 

remember to my first-day work this place to last day then it appears to ME sort of a smart 

journey wherever I actually have long-faced a several ups and downs. 
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CHAPTER 

FOUR 

EVALUATION OF LEARNING 
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4.1. Academic learning and practical work 

To learn something the on class and learn this thing on field or work place is completely 

different thing. A professional Work office might the most effective way to getting information 

and knowledge on the thing. specific as a result of there we are able to use each of our sensible 

and theoretical aspects of learning. To be master on a work, one ought to have the expertise of 

each sensible work and educational learning. Those 2 things go hand in hand and every has their 

own importance. As a student of Journalism and Mass Communication, I even have gained heap 

of  academic experience and learning in last four years with lot of munition expertise. however 

the sensible job scenario and surroundings is sort of totally different from educational learning. 

throughout our educational learning, we have a tendency to don't got to assume a lot of 

concerning time. Our Lecturers have given us enough time to finish our course assignment. 

however in our Internship period, timing ought to be maintained. we all know that during this 

digital era each news and data unfold round the world at intervals terribly short time. we have a 

tendency to should have the power to comprehend the worth of real time. thus it's simply 

graspable that there's many distinctions between the skilled and educational life. I've learnt 

several rules and strategies for writing,understanding and telecast the news. And standards of 

Journalism, all those things same in each educational learning and professional working place. 

4.2. Expectation and outcome 

As a student of Journalism and Mass Communication, working as an Intern at Banglavision, is 

one of the well-known satellite TV in Bangladesh, In office I can remember how many times I 

get support from my academic learning. Although educational knoledge and professional work 

place are maybe different things. 

Basically as an Intern, I was interested to do work on the news desk. Finally I got my expectation 

by Ruhul Amin Rushd, who is the senior editor of Banglavision. 
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4.3. Skills developed during my internship 

During my internship at Banglavision, in the beginning I was assigned on national desk.I had 

gathered lots of skills. Skills those I had developed during to my internship period are listed 

below. 

• OOV, OOV SOT, news writing. 

• Making source of news data. 

• Communication skill build up. 

• Improving Typing speed . 

• Proper time management. 

• Collecting resources. 

• confidence and Professionalism are developed  . 

• Grab the office rules and roles. 

• Pick up the right word for writing news. 

• Technical knowledge  

• Developed relation with others and co-operation. 

• Professional field experience. 

• News writing. 

 

4.4. Experience and future career 

Only Having an academic degree might not be enough for the person to induce job in presents 

market. Students should have an extra qualification to prove themselves. After the long 

educational learning, Internship period provides us the chance to find out from handy, which 

provides us the flavour of real Challenge expertise. we will say that office is that the investment 
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for our future that set the inspiration for career. throughout Internship I even have to figure with 

numerous individuals in field and workplace like producer, editior, Reporter, Cameraman,vedio 

editor and others so I connected with new individuals of various level and profession, and my 

network with numerous professions has mature day by day. Those Networks can facilitate me to 

induce references and become a good Journalist in future. 
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 CHAPTER 

FIVE 

Conclusion 
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Banglavision television is well-known satellite channel in Bangladesh. I'm so happy and also 

proud to be a member of this TV. The stuffs in Banglavision and my supervisor were  good 

intructors. They instructed me in a better method. This Channel i used to be learned the way to 

come news, how it become edit and the way it goes to on air. Before going the Banglavision TV 

initial time i used to be afraid regarding the atmosphere, however were the people, there persons 

friendly or not, helpful or not. however once going there i used to be stunned at the complete 

expertise.As way as i do know, the media professions persons don't seem to be helpful. They 

solely try and keep busy together with her own work. however i noticed in office, the reporters, 

presenters, editors are well and friendly. They let me understand no matter I needed to 

understand. this can be an expertise to figure in a channel and therefore the chance to induce 

experience regarding however an electronic media works. extremely it's a good accomplishment 

for my life. At last I will say, it absolutely was an excellent chance to Intern at Banglavision. I 

enjoyed my internship period time in Banglavision. I learned a lot of item and gain large skilled 

data throughout this internship period. I feel this experience can be great in my future career. 

5.1. SWOT Analysis 

Strengths: 

· Its a Famous satellite television. 

 

· Independent news coverage, strong programm, alwayas updated. 

 

· This channel available on satellite,youtube and many others web platform. 

 

·Team effort that is fantastic. 

 

Weaknesses: 
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· Insufficient networking action. 

 

· Not enough Transoportaion. 

 

· short of working persons. 

Opportunities: 

· Arrival of Latest technologies. 

 

· Appoint more working Persons 

 

· Engage more person on Social networking and web  platform. 

 

 Threats: 

· Purchasing expensive technology. 

 

· Political Influences. 

 

Recommendations 

I Have done my internship period in news desk of Banglavision Tv channel. This channels 

atmosphere is good. I must state I  got the proper instruction from my supervisor and other 

seniors. But the time limit of this internship program (ten weeks ) is not enough to get a student's 

knowledge in professional field. After finding, I'd like to point out some notes as my 

recommendations. 
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· Daffodil International University should Extend the length of the internship program so that the 

students may gain Experience and knowledge of field work properly. 

 

The Authority of the university could extend the application of internship as six months Rather 

than three months.  
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ANNEX 
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